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In combined PET/CT imaging, functional data provided by 18F-
FDG increase diagnostic accuracy over conventional PET and
CT in a variety of malignancies. The question to be raised is:
how much is CT needed in PET/CT imaging? Discussion: In
stand-alone CT imaging, contrast agents are applied to aid
differentiation of anatomic structures, improve lesion localiza-
tion, and support lesion characterization. Based on our experi-
ence, the most important benefit when applying CT contrast
agents in PET/CT imaging relates to more precise anatomic
localization of pathology by differentiation of the lesion from its
surrounding structures on CT. This benefit must be considered
most profound in the head and neck as well as the abdomen
and pelvis, where delineation of pathology from muscles, vas-
cular structures, or the intestine is critical. CT contrast agents
can be of additional value in tumors with only mild or no in-
crease in 18F-FDG uptake by supporting lesion detection and
characterization. The complementary role of CT contrast agents
and molecular contrast for PET/CT imaging is addressed in this
review. The authors provide specific indications as to which
contrast-enhanced CT data provide additional diagnostic value.
Conclusion: Functional contrast aids lesion detection and char-
acterization, whereas morphologic contrast improves lesion lo-
calization. CT contrast agents and PET tracers do not compete
but rather are complementary in combined PET/CT imaging.
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Dual-modality PET/CT imaging systems permit the
combined acquisition of functional and morphologic data-
sets within a single examination (1). Although the collection
and interpretation of CT image sets represent a core com-
petency of radiologists, PET imaging clearly falls within the
realm of nuclear medicine. Based on our experience at the
University Hospital of Essen, Germany, operating a com-

bined PET/CT system mandates close collaboration be-
tween nuclear medicine and radiology to assure optimiza-
tion of imaging protocols for both imaging components.

For the radiologist, advantages over simple contrast-
enhanced CT arise from the additional functional data of-
fered by PET. Several studies comparing18F-FDG PET and
CT for staging different malignant diseases have determined
a benefit of PET over CT when assessing metastases to
regional lymph nodes (N stage) and distant organs (M stage)
(2,3). For the nuclear medicine physician, the additional
availability of CT data offers precise anatomic background
information. Previous studies have shown an increase in
diagnostic accuracy when correlating PET images with
morphologic data for determination of the correct site of
malignancy (4,5). This additional CT information may be
even more valuable when using highly specific tracers that
reveal no anatomic background information.

The question of interest to both the radiologic and nuclear
medicine communities is: how much CT will be required in
combined PET/CT imaging? Do we need oral and intrave-
nous CT contrast agents or is18F-FDG the new radiologic
contrast agent that will eliminate the need for conventional
CT contrast? This review addresses the complementary
roles of oral, intravenous, and molecular contrast for
PET/CT imaging and provides specific indications as to
which contrast-enhanced CT data provide additional diag-
nostic value.

CT CONTRAST PROTOCOLS

Studies comparing contrast-enhanced with nonenhanced
CT protocols in the experimental setting as well as in
standard radiology practice have demonstrated a substantial
benefit of the contrast-enhanced approach over the nonen-
hanced protocol (6–13) (Fig. 1). In an experimental evalu-
ation, Violante et al. (11) showed an increase in accuracy
for detection of liver lesions (6 mm in size) from 63% to
90% when applying intravenous contrast agents. Burgener
et al. (8) reported increased accuracy of contrast-enhanced
images as compared with nonenhanced images when assess-
ing infiltration of pelvic malignancies into adjacent struc-
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tures. Summarizing the available literature, benefits arise
from the following advantages provided by intravenous and
oral CT contrast agents: (1) improved delineation of ana-
tomic structures, (2) increased sensitivity for detection of
pathologic lesions, and (3) improved accuracy in lesion
characterization.

Most CT protocols in daily radiologic routine, therefore,
include contrast-enhanced images based on the application
of oral and intravenous contrast agents. Oral contrast agents
provide positive contrast by increase of CT attenuation
(iodine, barium) or negative contrast by distension of the
bowel (water-based contrast agents). Intravenous contrast
agents are usually nonionic iodine-based substances. Con-
traindications for the application of intravenous contrast
agents may arise from known allergic reactions to iodine-
based contrast, hyperthyroidism, or impaired renal function.
Barium must not be used in patients with known or sus-
pected intestinal perforation/obstruction or in patients un-
dergoing surgery of the intestine.

CT CONTRAST AGENTS IN PET/CT: TECHNICAL
CONSIDERATIONS

CT Contrast Agents and PET Attenuation Correction
As a result of CT-based attenuation correction with a

2-step scaling algorithm (14) as implemented in currently
available PET/CT scanners, PET attenuation can be over-
estimated in the presence of positive contrast agents (15–
18). The resulting overestimation of the attenuation proper-
ties of contrast-enhanced structures at 511 keV may lead to
image artifacts. These artifacts are correlated with
Hounsfield units (HU) on CT images and appear as areas of
apparently increased glucose metabolism in coregistration
with areas of high contrast concentration (19). Because
artifacts are found only in areas of high contrast concentra-
tions, they rarely cause interpretation problems in the clin-
ical setting.

Intravenous contrast artifacts are generally limited to the
venous vessels carrying the undiluted contrast to the heart
(19). Quantitative studies evaluating the effect of intra-
venous contrast agents in a canine model demonstrated
only a modest effect on PET tracer quantification, with

the maximal bias in parenchymal organs being 15% for
the liver (18).

For clinically used concentrations of oral contrast agents,
phantom measurements have found an overestimation of
PET activity concentration of approximately 20% (16,20).
However, Dizendorf et al. (17) reported only a 4% overes-
timation of the related standard uptake values (SUVs) when
evaluated in clinical routine. Based on these results, the
effect of oral CT contrast agents on the SUV seems to be
negligible when the contrast agent is distributed homoge-
neously in the bowel. However, accumulation of positive
oral contrast agents in the stomach, in patients with gastro-
intestinal stenoses, or in patients with compromised gastro-
intestinal motility may lead to a more severe increase in HU
on CT, increasing inaccuracies in PET tracer quantification
in such areas (16). Nonattenuation-corrected images can be
used to solve cases of questionable image artifacts, because
artifacts will be found only on attenuation-corrected data
(Figs. 2 and 3).

Several potential solutions have been proposed to deal
with the effects of contrast agents on PET attenuation cor-
rection in PET/CT (15,21). A simple way to avoid contrast-
induced artifacts with positive oral CT contrast agents is the
use of a negative oral contrast agent for PET/CT imaging.
These water-based contrast agents assure differentiation of
bowel loops from surrounding structures by distending the
bowel (Fig. 4). Unlike iodine or barium, they do not in-
crease CT HU and, thus, cannot lead to artifacts or PET
tracer quantification inaccuracies. To avoid absorption of
the water in the gastrointestinal tract, different substances
may be added. We routinely use a negative oral CT contrast
agent based on a combination of water, 2.5% mannitol, and
0.2% locust bean gum (LBG). Mannitol increases bowel
distension based on osmotic properties, and LBG avoids
intestinal water absorption using a gelling action (22).

CT Contrast Agents: Timing Issues
In our experience, optimization of contrast-enhanced CT

protocols for PET/CT can be limited by currently available
soft- and hardware. An optimized contrast protocol for CT
needs to assure imaging of different body regions in region-
specific phases of contrast enhancement (e.g., the thorax

FIGURE 1. Hepatic metastasis on non-
enhanced CT (A) and after application of
100 mL of an iodinated intravenous con-
trast agent (B). Lesion (arrows) was barely
visible on unenhanced image but was
clearly delineated after intravenous con-
trast administration.
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FIGURE 2. Image artifact in contrast-en-
hanced PET/CT studies. Bolus passage of
intravenous contrast agent in left subcla-
vian and brachiocephalic veins on CT (A,
arrows) led to areas of apparently in-
creased glucose metabolism on corrected
PET (B, arrows). On fused PET/CT images,
this area of apparently increased glucose
metabolism correlated with high-density
contrast in venous system on CT (C). PET
image reconstruction without attenuation
correction demonstrated homogeneous
tracer distribution (D), demasking areas of
apparently increased glucose metabolism
as artificial.

FIGURE 3. (A) Positive oral contrast
agent (barium) in stomach on CT image.
Area of apparently increased glucose me-
tabolism on PET (B, arrow) corresponded
to contrast-enhanced bowel lumen on
PET/CT (C). (D) Homogeneous tracer dis-
tribution was seen on nonattenuation cor-
rected PET images.

FIGURE 4. Good small-bowel distension on transverse CT image (A) with negative oral contrast agent containing water, 2.5%
mannitol, and 0.2% locust bean gum. Both PET (B) and fused PET/CT (C) images were free of contrast-induced artifacts.
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should be scanned in the arterial phase, whereas the upper
abdomen should be imaged in the portal–venous phase).
This goal cannot be achieved by a single whole-body CT
spiral. To improve contrast enhancement of the CT compo-
nent new soft- and hardware that allow CT acquisition to be
split for optimized contrast enhancement will be required
(Fig. 5). To avoid additional radiation exposure from a
separate nonenhanced CT, this split CT spiral will have to
serve for attenuation correction of PET. Some tumor entities
require CT imaging in more than a single contrast-enhanc-
ing phase. Hepatocellular carcinoma, for example, typically
demonstrates contrast enhancement in the arterial phase
and, therefore, requires multiphase (arterial and portal–
venous) CT imaging. Protocols offering acquisition of more
than one CT spiral in combination with PET are desirable.

PET/CT PROTOCOLS: CT WITH OR WITHOUT
CONTRAST?

Although the use of a radioactive tracer is essential for
PET and PET/CT, there is controversy about the use of oral
and intravenous CT contrast agents in dual-modality PET/
CT. The main question when deciding on the potential
application of CT contrast agents relates to whether the CT
examination is to be diagnostic or nondiagnostic. Diagnos-
tic CT requires full-dose acquisition and the application of

oral and intravenous contrast agents to enhance lesion de-
tectability, localization, and characterization. But do we
really need diagnostic CT data as part of the PET/CT? One
may argue that functional data from 18F-FDG (or other PET
tracers) provide sufficient lesion-to-background contrast to
assure lesion detectability and characterization. 18F-FDG,
then, may, serve as “ the new contrast agent for CT,” ren-
dering conventional CT contrast agents superfluous. When
assessing the value of CT contrast agents in combined
PET/CT, their effects on lesion detection, lesion character-
ization, and lesion localization must be discussed.

Lesion Detection and Characterization in Tumor
Staging

It is widely accepted that lesion detection in oncologic
imaging is improved by the use of 18F-FDG PET when
compared with CT imaging alone (3). Based on accurate
image fusion, 18F-FDG PET/CT further increases staging
accuracies for many malignancies as compared with PET
alone, as well as with PET and CT viewed side by side.
Lardinois et al. (23) reported additional diagnostic informa-
tion from fused PET/CT compared with visual image cor-
relation in 41% of patients with non–small cell lung cancer.
The effect of additional lesion detection with PET/CT on
patient management was not assessed in this study. Bar-
Shalom et al. (24) found PET/CT to be of additional value
over CT alone and PET alone in 49% of patients with
different oncologic diseases. In this study patient manage-
ment was altered by PET/CT in 14% of patients previously
studied with PET and CT alone. Evaluation of PET/CT in
non–small cell lung cancer in our clinic revealed a statisti-
cally significant benefit of fused images over the 2 imaging
modalities alone when assessing the TNM stage. Improved
staging with PET/CT had an effect on patient management
in 15% of patients previously staged by PET alone and 19%
previously staged by CT alone (25). Although data from our
clinic included contrast-enhanced CT as part of the com-
bined PET/CT, other studies used nonenhanced CT. There-
fore, both contrast-enhanced and nonenhanced PET/CT
seem to improve staging over conventional imaging. Data
comparing diagnostic accuracies of contrast-enhanced with
nonenhanced PET/CT with regard to lesion detection and
characterization are not yet available.

Some malignant tumors, however, do not demonstrate
increased 18F-FDG uptake or only express a mild increase in
glucose utilization compared with surrounding tissues. If a
tumor or its metastases turn out to be 18F-FDG PET–nega-
tive, the availability of diagnostic CT data from combined
PET/CT can strongly improve lesion detection and charac-
terization. By increasing attenuation differences between
anatomic structures, lesion detection will be enhanced, and
the pattern of contrast-enhancement can aid lesion charac-
terization (6–11). Thus, application of CT contrast agents
can increase CT performance beyond anatomic correlation
and attenuation correction for PET (Fig. 6). Experiences
with PET/CT at our hospital indicate a benefit in lesion

FIGURE 5. Split CT protocol to optimize contrast enhance-
ment in each body region. Desired contrast enhancement is
arterial in thorax, portal–venous in upper abdomen, venous in
pelvis, and late-venous in neck and head. To meet these re-
quirements, PET/CT scanners need to allow whole-body acqui-
sition starting with thorax (scanned in caudocranial direction),
followed by abdomen and pelvis (craniocaudal direction), and
by neck and head (caudocranial scanning).
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detection and characterization in 11% of patients when
using contrast-enhanced CT rather than nonenhanced CT
data for combined PET/CT imaging. These data refer to a
patient population with different oncologic diseases. How-
ever, it must be stated that in the majority of patients lesion
detection and characterization are mainly based on func-
tional data in 18F-FDG–avid tumors.

Lesion Localization in Tumor Staging
Based on an increase in 18F-FDG uptake, most malignant

lesions can be distinguished clearly from background activ-
ity on 18F-FDG PET. An advantage of PET/CT compared
with PET alone is the ability to accurately localize these
lesions by providing intrinsic alignment of PET and CT
datasets. On nonenhanced CT scans, however, differentia-
tion of anatomic structures with similar density is frequently
compromised (6–8). This can be only partially compen-
sated for with 18F-FDG by increasing contrast between a
lesion and its background. Differentiation of an area of
physiologic 18F-FDG uptake from pathologic 18F-FDG uti-
lization may be impossible if the area of increased glucose
metabolism cannot be clearly localized within a specific
morphologic structure. Thus, increased 18F-FDG uptake
may be pathologic if fused with a lymph node or physio-
logic if coregistered with the bowel or stomach. Based on
our experience, the availability of contrast-enhanced CT

data improves confidence to accurately localize a PET-
positive lesion in approximately 25% of patients. This ad-
vantage also relates to tumors with high 18F-FDG-uptake.
Therefore, imaging protocols at our institution include con-
trast-enhanced data independent of the tumor type (26). The
problem of lesion delineation and localization relates to all
body regions, but it is most pronounced in the head and neck
as well as the abdomen and pelvis. In the head and neck,
intravenous contrast agents assure differentiation of malig-
nant lesions from adjacent blood vessels, thyroid, salivary
glands, and muscles (Fig. 7). In the abdomen and pelvis,
intravenous and oral contrast agents are used to accurately
delineate lesions adjacent to bowel loops, stomach, mesen-
teric and iliac blood vessels, and parenchymal organs (Fig.
8). In our experience, the availability of a diagnostic CT
scan performed before the combined PET/CT examination
rarely obviates the need for diagnostic CT data as part of the
“diagnostic PET/CT” protocol. Separate CT scans fre-
quently cover only a single body region rather than the same
field of view as the whole-body PET/CT. When staging a
patient for distant metastases, application of intravenous
and oral contrast agents, therefore, is still required to pro-
vide adequate contrast enhancement in all body regions. A
different approach, in which a low-dose and unenhanced
PET/CT is performed and may be followed by a contrast-

FIGURE 6. Hepatic metastasis from uveal melanoma in 58-y-old woman. (A) Contrast-enhanced CT clearly depicted lesion
(arrow) in right liver lobe. (B) PET imaging was found to be negative for malignant disease. (C) Diagnosis of metastatic disease was
based on CT data when evaluating fused images. Metastatic disease to liver was proven by histopathology.

FIGURE 7. Small lymph node adjacent to thyroid gland. (A) As result of contrast enhancement of thyroid after application of
iodine-based intravenous contrast agent, hypodense lymph node (arrow) was clearly distinguished from thyroid parenchyma.
Increased 18F-FDG uptake on PET (B) was accurately attributed to this lymph node rather than to thyroid gland (C). Without contrast
enhancement, similar densities of parenchymal organs and lymph nodes frequently render differentiation of organ metastasis from
adjacent lymph node metastasis difficult.
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enhanced CT in equivocal findings, seems rather impracti-
cal for routine practice. For accurate fusion of the 2 exam-
inations, the CT would have to be performed without
repositioning of the patient. This demands that a physician
be available for image assessment immediately after the
PET/CT examination and would result in a lowering of
patient throughput because of additional time requirements
for image review.

The use of low-dose CT without contrast agents, how-
ever, can be considered as part of PET/CT in some appli-
cations. In patients undergoing follow-up studies to assess
the effect of radiation therapy or chemotherapy, a nonen-
hanced CT scan with low-dose technique will be adequate
after initial staging. Based on an effective dose of approx-
imately 17 mSv from a diagnostic whole-body CT scan
(head to upper thighs), this may be of particular relevance in
younger patients undergoing potentially curative therapy.
Table 1 summarizes different CT protocols in use for com-
bined PET/CT at our institution.

PET/CT FOR TREATMENT PLANNING AND
FOLLOW-UP

Radiation Therapy
In radiation therapy planning, functional data provided by

PET in combination with accurate anatomic localization
alter the target volume when compared with CT alone
(27,28) and provide additional information for monitoring
of radiation therapy over that provided by viewing CT and
PET side by side (29). When using PET/CT for radiation
therapy planning and follow-up in 18F-FDG–avid tumors,
CT data provide anatomic correlation for PET. No studies
are currently available comparing contrast-enhanced and
unenhanced PET/CT for target volume definition and fol-
low-up. In our experience, the decision on contrast-en-

hanced versus nonenhanced CT depends strongly on the
location of the tumor. As discussed previously, additional
information derived from contrast-enhanced CT concerning
lesion localization is most accentuated in the head and neck
and in the abdomen and pelvis. Accurate differentiation of
tumor tissue from adjacent organs is important to prevent
inclusion of radiation-sensitive organs in the planning target
volume. We, therefore, perform a contrast-enhanced CT as

FIGURE 8. (A and B) On nonenhanced
images, differentiation of lymph node from
lesion (arrow) within stomach wall was not
possible. (C and D) When applying intrave-
nous contrast agents in a different patient,
contrast enhancement of stomach wall
was clearly distinguished from hypodense
lesion adjacent to stomach wall, thus iden-
tifying lesion as abdominal lymph node
(arrows).

TABLE 1
Indications for CT Contrast Agents in Combined PET/CT

PET/CT indication

Full-dose CT with
intravenous and

oral contrast*

Low-dose
CT without

contrast

Staging and restaging
Tumor staging R INA
Tumor restaging R INA

Therapy planning
RT planning: head and neck,

abdomen, pelvis R INA
RT planning: thorax RTI R
Surgical planning R INA
Interventional planning:

separate contrast-
enhanced CT available INA R

Interventional planning: no
contrast-enhanced CT
available R INA

Therapy control
Chemotherapy/irradiation) INA R
Surgical/interventional) INA R

R � recommended; RT � radiation therapy; RTI � recom-
mended if tumor invasion into mediastinum is suspected; INA � for
indication not appropriate.

*Oral contrast applicable when abdomen in the field of view.
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part of the PET/CT for therapy planning in these body
regions. A nonenhanced CT, however, will still be required
for dose calculation in these patients. In patients with tho-
racic tumors, PET/CT may be performed unenhanced for
radiation therapy planning. Only when direct mediastinal
tumor invasion is suspected will contrast agents be applied
to improve delineation of potential vascular infiltration.
Follow-up of patients undergoing irradiative therapy is
mostly based on functional data provided by PET. Nonen-
hanced PET/CT, therefore, will be sufficient to differentiate
responders from nonresponders.

Surgery
The benefits of PET/CT in planning for surgery are

2-fold. First, the decision as to whether the patient would
benefit from an operation is based on the TNM stage. More
accurate TNM staging by PET/CT has been shown to pos-
itively affect patient management with regard to choosing
palliative or surgical/curative therapy (24,25). Second, ac-
curate localization of a lesion will guide the surgeon to the
pathology. To date, no data is available on the effects of
accurate fusion of anatomic and functional data by PET/CT
on surgical procedures. Both TNM staging and potential

guidance of a surgeon to a lesion rely strongly on accurate
lesion localization. PET/CT for surgical planning, therefore,
is performed contrast enhanced at our institution.

Interventional Procedures
Guidance of biopsies and interventional procedures is

generally based on morphologic imaging. Because many
lesions are only poorly depicted on nonenhanced images,
contrast-enhanced datasets are used for interventional plan-
ning before the needle is advanced into the lesion. Some
lesions, however, are characterized by only poor vascular-
ization. In these cases, additional 18F-FDG PET data can be
of substantial benefit in assessing tumor size and defining
viable tumor tissue.

Biopsy. Most tumors are characterized by different types
of tissue. Thus a single tumor may contain areas of well and
poorly differentiated tumor cells as well as necrotic and
viable tumor tissue. Depending on the biopsy site, this tissue
heterogeneity can strongly affect histopathology. In cases of
equivocal CT findings, 18F-FDG PET/CT can be used to
differentiate viable tumor from necrosis. All patients re-
ferred to PET/CT for biopsy planning have already under-
gone contrast-enhanced CT imaging. Thus, the PET/CT will

FIGURE 9. Patient (56-y-old man) 1 y af-
ter local resection of hepatic metastasis.
(A) Two hypodense lesions (arrow and ar-
rowhead) were found on contrast-en-
hanced CT, but differentiation of viable tu-
mor tissue from postoperative tissue
alteration was not possible. (B) PET imag-
ing demonstrated viable tumor tissue but
without additional ability to accurately lo-
calize lesion within liver. (C) On fused PET/
CT, lateral hepatic lesion was identified as
local tumor recurrence (arrow), and medial
lesion was caused by postoperative tissue
alteration (arrowhead). (D–F) Radiofre-
quency ablation was selectively performed
on lateral lesion, and complete tumor ab-
lation was shown on postinterventional fol-
low-up scan.
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be performed unenhanced. It is important to emphasize that
PET alone will not be sufficient in these patients, because
accurate image fusion is mandatory to guide the interven-
tional radiologist to the precise tumor region. Considering
the higher cost of PET/CT compared with CT alone, the
indication for PET/CT–guided interventions should be con-
sidered well. The accuracy of CT-guided needle biopsies
has been found to range between 82% and 88% for typical
indications such as liver tumors, lung nodules, or lymphoma
(30–32). In accordance with these data, we have determined
equivocal findings on contrast-enhanced CT in about 10%
of patients undergoing biopsy. These patients undergo PET/
CT–guided biopsy planning.

Interventional therapy. The 2 main types of interven-
tions are potentially curative interventional tumor ther-

apy (e.g., radiofrequency ablation) and palliative proce-
dures (e.g., chemoembolization of a liver tumor) (33–36).
PET/CT offers support for both. Thermal tumor ablation
based on either laser or radiofrequency represents a cur-
ative approach to tumor therapy. This mandates ablation
of the entire tumor, which, in turn, requires accurate
needle placement. Once the needle is placed in the center
of the tumor, tumor destruction is achieved by applying
thermal energy through an external power generator
(35,36). If, however, the needle tip is not centralized
within the tumor, thermal ablation may be incomplete,
resulting in residual tumor cells in the periphery of the
lesion. On morphologic imaging, needle placement is
usually performed based on multiplanar reconstructions
of ultrasound or CT images to assure a central needle

FIGURE 10. Patient (83-y-old man) with hepatocellular carcinoma of right liver lobe after transarterial chemoembolization. (A) On
transverse contrast-enhanced CT image hyperdense chemoembolizing agents were visible, but differentiation of viable tumor
tissue from normal liver parenchyma and necrotic tumor areas was difficult. PET image (B) clearly demonstrated residual viable
tumor that could be accurately localized based on PET/CT data (C). By providing accurate anatomic localization of remaining tumor
tissue, PET/CT aided further interventional planning.

FIGURE 11. Hepatic metastasis in 47-y-
old female patient with cancer of unknown
primary. (A) Contrast-enhanced CT could
not clearly distinguish between viable tu-
mor tissue and normal liver parenchyma.
(B) PET imaging demonstrated increased
glucose metabolism. (C) Increased tracer
uptake was accurately localized based on
PET/CT images. (D) Additional manual fu-
sion of PET/CT images with interventional
images showed biopsy device to be within
viable tumor tissue.
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position (37). We have determined a benefit of combined
PET/CT over contrast-enhanced CT alone in half of all
patients with respect to definition of viable tumor tissue
and location (Fig. 9). Thus, PET/CT is performed instead
of conventional contrast-enhanced CT in all patients be-
fore tumor ablation. Because no separate contrast-en-
hanced CT is performed, we use contrast-enhanced
PET/CT data in all of these patients. Without regard to
tumor histology, contrast enhancement is necessary in all
patients preinterventionally to clearly visualize all vas-
cular structures that may cause severe bleeding if injured
during the intervention. All patients are also referred to
PET/CT for follow-up examinations after interventional
therapy, because integration of functional data has been
shown to be more sensitive than morphology for detection
of residual tumor or tumor recurrence (38,39) (Fig. 10).

Biopsies and therapeutic interventions do not have to be
performed within the PET/CT unit. Interventions to critical
parts of the body (close to large vessels or vulnerable organs)
may require up to 60 min, which leads to an unacceptably long
occupation of the PET/CT scanner. In these cases, the PET/CT
can be performed shortly before the intervention. The PET/CT
data are then transferred to a CT workstation, where they are
fused manually with the CT data from the intervention to
follow the placement of the biopsy needle in the context of the
functional information (Fig. 11).

An unsolved issue with clinical PET/CT relates to the
limited ability of 18F-FDG PET to differentiate regeneration
and inflammation from tumor (40,41). Particularly in pa-
tients undergoing interventional procedures, regenerative
tissue in the periphery of the induced necrotic area may be
mistaken for residual or recurrent tumor (Fig. 12). A similar
problem occurs when morphologic imaging is used to assess
the effect of interventional therapy. Early arterial contrast
enhancement in the periphery of the induced necrosis is
typically found on CT and MR images. This type of en-
hancement is difficult to differentiate from residual tumor.
Clinical and experimental studies addressing this issue are

required to optimize PET/CT for biopsy and interventional
therapy.

CONCLUSION

Contrast-enhanced CT data as part of the combined
PET/CT examination provide additional information when
compared with nonenhanced PET/CT. Because CT data
supply anatomic background for PET, the most important
benefit relates to more precise anatomic localization of a
pathology by differentiation of the lesion from its surround-
ing structures. By supporting lesion detection and charac-
terization, CT contrast agents can be of additional value in
18F-FDG PET–negative tumors. Contrast-enhanced PET/CT
can provide fully diagnostic morphologic and functional
data in a single session, rendering additional diagnostic CT
unnecessary. CT contrast agents and 18F-FDG, therefore, do
not compete but rather complement each other in combined
PET/CT imaging.
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